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This map gives an overview of the expectations that various stakeholders have of ING. The expectations on this 
map apply to both ING Insurance/Investment Management and ING Bank, with the emphasis on the latter. The 
expectation s described here have not been checked for consistency.  This means that there may be expectations on 
this map that are incompatible with each other. This map was created on the basis of desk research and two thinking 
sessions with stakeholders. The expectations on this map do not express the views of ING itself.  
Our thanks go to all the experts for their contribution.
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◦ …ensure quality and low costs in its basic services

…provide products and services that fit their needs.
…keep costs low for customers through fair prices and efficient processes.
…offer them usability: flexibility in when and how they do their banking.

…guarantee security in their dealings with ING: their money and personal information must be safe with ING.
…be customer-friendly both in its personal contact and in its internet services.

…communicate clearly and to live up to expectations created by its communications.
 ◦  ◦ 

…meet the more complex needs of corporate clients

…be a strategic partner and to introduce them to its network.
…assist them in their overseas activities and share its knowledge about local markets.

…offer them financing and advice for large investments, mergers and takeovers.
…provide solutions to manage their risks (concerning credit, market, interest rate and foreign exchange).

  ◦ …put customers’ interests first

…advise in the interest of the customer, even when this goes against the interest of ING.
…help them understand financial products and their own financial situation.

…be transparent about its pricing and what it earns on its products and services.
…provide financial solutions even when customers are not doing well financially.

  ◦ 

…operate responsibly as a financial institution

…make sure its activities do no harm to people, society or the environment.
…ensure that its employees are intrinsically motivated to make responsible choices.

…help its corporate clients to produce in a more sustainable manner.

…put customers’ interests first

…only put products on the market that place customers’ interests first.
…communicate clearly to make sure that customers understand everything.

…make sure its remuneration policy does not stimulate unfair treatment of customers. 
…enable all customers to make well-considered decisions.

…be a financially stable institution

…manage financial and operational risks to minimise the probability of (large) losses.
…have a good governance structure which makes all responsibilities explicit.

…ensure sound internal decision-making processes and to apply these in practice.
…be a healthy company: to make good returns and set aside sufficient reserves to cope with financial setbacks.

…operate responsibly as a financial institution

…refrain from activities that result in environmental or societal damage.
…base its remuneration policy partly on sustainability criteria.

…know what is going on in society via an intensive dialogue with stakeholders.

…contribute to society

…make time and money available to support civil society organisations.
…take a stand on global crises such as climate change and commodity scarcity.

…allow employees to make their expertise available to society (e.g. in education).
…be transparent about its philanthropic goals and achievements.

…be a good employer

…do its utmost to ensure their job security.
…implement objective and fair remuneration and employee assessment policies.
…handle them with respect and show appreciation for their efforts.
…strive for diversity and equal chances.
…ensure an acceptable workload.
…apply a human resources policy which takes into account local circumstances and customs.

…be an employer they can be proud of

…enable them to contribute to society and to make this visible.
…operate in a way that makes employees proud.

…create sustainable shareholder value

…manage its financial risks to minimise the probability of (large) losses.
…minimise its operational risks by earning money in an honest way.
…generate sufficient returns and in the longer term ensure growth.
…implement a remuneration policy that motivates employees to create sustainable shareholder value.
…have a diverse, capable, experienced and stable management.
…make sustainability a part of its core processes and its reporting.
 

…be open and transparent

…be transparent about financial risks and communicate possible losses in a timely manner.
…be transparent about the way in which the organisation is managed.
…show how its sustainability policies affect its profitability.

…make sure it will not have to rely on state support

…have sufficient capital and liquidity to ensure financial stability.
…refrain from speculative activities using savings of households and businesses.
…seperate its activities that are essential for society from its other activities.

…play a supportive role when shaping the financial sector

…establish as its main goal: enabling citizens to work and companies to do business.
…show awareness of the role of the financial sector in the financial crisis when responding to new regulation.
…minimise its bonuses and base them on sustainability criteria.
…play an active role in the public debate on the future of the financial sector.
…explain clearly to the public why it received state support.
…take steps to lower unsustainable household mortgage debts.
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